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SolarGaps is smart blinds that 

automatically track the sun, 

producing energy while keeping 

your building cool 

I nsta I led on the outside of homes 

and offices, our blinds track the sun, 

providing active shading while 

generating enough energy to 

reduce power bills by up to 30% 

Customers who install SolarGaps on 

sunny windows see an immediate 

reduction in energy costs 

The electricity collected from 

SolarGaps can be fed directly back 

into the building's electrical grid 

Our goal is to make energy 

generation as simple as possible 
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anthracite beige grey brown white 
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1 sq m = 100W pe『 hour
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(D Solar blinds generate energy from the sun

@ Inverter converts energy and sends it to the grid 

0 You can power different home appliances 

0 Active shading decreases energy consumption by 30% 
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PV energy generation 

Our smart blinds generate around lOOW 

per l sqm during sunny hours, which is 

enough to charge 50 smartphones, 

3 laptops or to power a TV. 

SolarGaps can help everyone in taking 

advantage of photovoltaic energy and 

reduce their CO2 footprints, even if there 

is no possibility to mount a solar panel 

on a roof. 

Active shading 

SolarGaps automatically adjusts the angle 

of its blinds for the most effective shading 

performance and solar power production. 

Our smart blinds are mounted on the 

outside of the building and serve as a heat 

shield which helps to maintain a 

comfortable room temperature. 

Thus, you can save on your electricity bills 

up to 30% and reduce your need for air 

conditioning. 

Smart control 

You c an get reports from SolarGaps and 

control the blinds with your smartphone. 

You can even make it a part of your smart 

home or integrate it into your building 

management system. 

Max efficiency mode ensures the most 

efficient sun energy capture and shading 

at the same time. 

You can program your smart blinds to 

adjust to your daily routine and control 

them remotely from anywhere in the world. 
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Green Reputation 

Improve your 
company's reputation 
and get valuable 
certificates 

Electricity Savings 

Save costs 
on elect「icity bills 
for up to30% 

Energy Ceneratlon 

Generate PV Energy 
to power your main 
building operations 

Energy Friendly Building 

Obtain green building 
certifications: 
LEED, BREEM 

Property Promotion 

Attract top-level businesses 
that value an eco-friendly 
reputation 
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